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The landmark decision to rejection of patent to anti-cancer drug ‘Glivec’ by Indian Supreme Court has catalysed range of debates around importance of innovation in research and development. The patent plea by Novartis for beta crystalline for of imatinib (i.e. glivec) was considered as an attempt to extend period of market exclusivity by filing patent for minor modification of molecule for which US patent was already been granted on 1996. Novartis has firmly stated court’s ruling as a setback to patent protection for its years of research invested in development of more stable and bioavailable form of imatinib, and offended by this decision they have issued host of statements about not investing in drug discovery R&D in India, and have also raised doubt about launching new life saving drugs in markets with poor patent protection environment like India.

On the surface concerns expressed by Novartis may look quite convincing; however after reviewing history of imatinib and its subsequent refinement into glivec, one cannot avoid thinking about it as a typical case of patent evergreening [1-3]. The cause of disagreement in this patent war is section 3(d) of Indian Patent Act, which limits scope of incremental innovation by recognizing only those incremental inventive steps, which are associated with significant increase in efficacy of drug; this section was added with an intention to curb evergreening. The importance of controlling patent evergreening cannot be denied, especially for developing and underdeveloped nations, which cannot afford to buy patented drugs at premium price to meet their health care requirements and are heavily dependent on generic version of the drug, as is evident from the impact of availability of low cost generic version of anti-retroviral drugs. At the same time, we cannot deny importance of incremental innovation in making effective and safer drug.

The existing content of section 3(d) of Indian Patent Act could dissuade domestic as well as international innovators involved in drug research and development. There is a pressing need to redefine section 3(d) of Indian Patent Act to differentiate between genuine incremental innovations against evergreening. This can be done by removing any ambiguity in section 3(d) with regards to existing terms like efficacy/ significantly etc. as well as increasing scope by adding important attributes like safety, bioavailability etc. which will reward genuine incremental innovation. Such amendments will help India in long term, as our research activities are more tuned for incremental innovations, which are more economically viable than inventing blockbuster drugs, which depend upon costly, and long-term investments. Any such amendment in Indian Patent Act would be possible only after careful consideration of its impact on domestic pharmaceutical industry, which at present is dominated by generic players. Moreover, such amendment should be backed by proper legislation. However, such change in policy may take years for implementation. This delay would place patients in precarious condition and they would be devoid of treatment by improved/latest pharmaceutical interventions.

The epidemiological profile in developing and underdeveloped countries is witnessing transition from communicable to non-communicable diseases, which essentially means there would be increase in diseases like cancer, hypertension, diabetes etc., which were previously predominant in developed countries. According to latest survey, about 0.56 million people in India died from cancer in 2010 [4]. Oral and lung cancer are two most common fatal cancers in Indian men. Cervical, stomach and breast cancers are most common type of fatal cancers among Indian women, accounting for over 41% of cancer deaths among women in India.

The dominance of big pharmaceutical companies in anti-cancer drug market should be matter of utmost concern for India, especially after current ruling of patent plea, which may be fundamentally correct, has unfortunately raised apprehensions about innovation ecosystem in India. With such uncertainties ahead of us, only best possible solution could be to reduce dependency on big pharmaceuticals by promoting research ecosystem dedicated for drug discovery in environment, which is conducive for innovation. It would not be wise to blindly follow research blueprint from big pharmaceuticals in developed and underdeveloped nations, as it would require large investment, which may be not economically feasible. On reviewing the source of drugs available for cancer treatment, it is inevitable to miss fact that majority of anticancer drugs are sourced either directly for natural bioactive compounds or after structural optimization of natural compound. We will be well placed to meet treatment requirements of cancer patient in our country, if we design our research activities focused around limited resource offered by Mother Nature. Anti-cancer activity of compounds isolated from natural resources has been proven in various studies [5-13]. India has strong foundation in alternative medicine systems like Ayurveda, which is now gradually getting acceptance as treatment option for cancer [14,15]. Understanding of molecular events and pathways associated with cancer development and growth [16] is of prime importance for development of safe and effective anti-cancer drug. Compounds extracted from natural sources often have low bioavailability, which makes it difficult to produce desired therapeutic effect in normal dosage. Various compound optimization techniques and/or targeted delivery system can be used to circumvent challenges posed by low bioavailability of natural compound. Existing Indian Patent Act may not protect such optimizations, which could act as a roadblock to research endeavour in the field of cancer therapy.
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